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Dodge Challenger Conversions & Sales in Australia 

SRT Challenger Pty Ltd are the NUMBER ONE Dodge Challenger specialists in Australia.  

Established in 1987 SRT Challenger Pty Ltd has become one of Queensland's foremost 
mechanical workshops and panel beaters with full ADR compliance ( Our ADR compliance 
number is 41899) and a complete in-house conversion process second to none. 

Using over 90% GENUINE Dodge Chrysler parts and a wealth of experience gained over 27 
years of American Muscle Car conversions, SRT Challenger Pty Ltd will deliver the most 
comprehensively converted right hand drive 2015 to 2018 SRT8 Dodge Challenger available 
in Australia with FULL ADR compliance and genuine Dodge Chrysler parts and service 
backup. Fully Converted & ADR Complied low volume new (all Australian states). Buyers, 
please contact us for current pricing. we will do your own car to adding the 2015 Challenger 
and Charger to low volume new ADR Complied. Full conversion & restoration services are 
available on other vehicles as well. 

MODERN LOOK WITH CLASSIC ATTITUDE 

Dodge Challenger Conversions  

We have often seen new modern designs and alterations of successful old school cars but 
never truly satisfied from the way it feels. If you are a true muscle car enthusiast, We are 
sure you do miss the old rumble, brute power and straight line acceleration from a powerful 
70's Hemi engine with more than 400 horses under the hood. 
The modern challengers like the SRT Hellcat and RT Scat pack Shakers ensures you get that 
old school feel from the legendary Dodge Challengers. These new technologically advanced 
powerful Hemi engines has the right thrust, the same old feeling of instant power from 
engine to the drive train and the right feel to it. With our line of SRT and RT scat pack 
challengers, turning those rubbers into smoke is as easy as stroll in the park. 
These modern muscles come with every new technological advances ensuring your safety, 
better handling, top class performance, comfort and better fuel economy. We strongly 
believe that these new SRTs and RT Scat Packs can carry on the legacy set by old school 
muscle cars and a car which you can drive from point A to point B on a daily basis with 
comfort. 

 

RHD/LHD Conversion System 

The introduction of the Dodge Challenger and the interest amongst Australian muscle car 
enthusiasts prompted the Norm Clarke Automotive team (SRT Challenger Pty Ltd) to 
develop an ADR approved right hand drive (RHD) or left hand drive (LHD) conversion system 
for your convenience. 
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Full Restorations 

We also provide full conversion and restoration services on other priceless vehicles as well. 
We understand your true passion for classic muscle cars and respectively provide specialized 
and custom services according to your needs. All You need to do is call us. 

 

Import and Kits 

We can import all the older models of challengers and chargers as per your wish. Just ask 
our staff about any beloved Make or Model of yours and we can always help you out. We 
also will be selling wide body kits for the dodge challengers. All you need to do is ring for 
price and quotations. 

 

Appropriate advice 

We offer mechanical and maintenance advice for our customers as well so your beloved 
muscle cars can still have the same charm and same bite even after years of ownership. This 
helps to maintain the condition and quality which only adds value to your beloved car. 
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